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Another bijective proof of Stanley's hook-content formula for the generating
function for semistandard tableaux of a given shape is given that does not involve
the involution principle of Garsia and Milne. It is the result of a merge of the
modified jeu de taquin idea from the author's previous bijective proof (1998, Dis-
crete Math. Theoret. Comput. Sci. 3, 011�032) and the Novelli�Pak�Stoyanovskii
bijection (J. C. Novelli et al., 1997, Discrete Math. Theoret. Comput. Sci. 1, 53�67)
for the hook formula for standard Young tableaux of a given shape. This new algo-
rithm can also be used as an algorithm for the random generation of tableaux of a
given shape with bounded entries. An appropriate deformation of this algorithm
gives an algorithm for the random generation of plane partitions inside a given box.
� 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two recent major contributions to bijective combinatorics in
regard of bijective proofs of hook formulas for various types of tableaux:
First, Novelli et al. [8] (announced in [9]) came up with a new bijective
proof of the celebrated Frame�Robinson�Thrall hook formula [2] for the
number of standard Young tableaux of a given shape, which is probably
the bijective proof of the hook formula that everybody was looking for.
This bijection can also be used as an algorithm for the random generation
of standard Young tableaux of a given shape. Second, in [5] the author of
this paper gave the first bijective proof of Stanley's hook-content formula
[17, Theorem 15.3] for the generating function for semistandard tableaux
of a given shape with bounded entries which does not rely on the involu-
tion principle of Garsia and Milne [3].
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The purpose of this paper is to merge the ideas from the aforementioned
bijections and thus obtain another bijective proof of Stanley's hook-content
formula. Unlike the previous bijection, the new bijection can also be used
as an algorithm for the random generation of semistandard tableaux of a
given shape with bounded entries. A simple deformation of this algorithm
in the rectangular shape case yields, as well, an algorithm for the random
generation of plane partitions inside a given box.

In order to be able to state the formula, we have to recall some basic
definitions. A partition is a sequence *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) with *1�*2� } } } �
*r>0, for some r. The Ferrers diagram of * is an array of cells with r left-
justified rows and *i cells in row i. Figure 1a shows the Ferrers diagram
corresponding to (4, 3, 3, 2). The conjugate of * is the partition (*$1 , ..., *$*1

)
where *$j is the length of the jth column in the Ferrers diagram of *. We
label the cell in the ith row and jth column of (the Ferrers diagram of) *
by the pair (i, j). Also, if we write \ # * we mean `\ is a cell of *'. The hook
length h\ of a cell \=(i, j) of * is (*i& j)+(*$j&i)+1, the number of cells
in the hook of \, which is the set of cells that are either in the same row
as \ and to the right of \, or in the same column as \ and below \, \
included. The hook of a cell \=(i, j) consists of three parts, the cell itself,
the arm, which is the set of cells to the right of \ in the same row as \, and
the leg, which is the set of cells below \ in the same column as \. The
number of cells in the arm of \ (which is *i& j) is denoted by a\ , and the
number of cells in the leg of \ (which is *$j&i) is denoted by l\ . The content
c\ of a cell \=(i, j) of * is j&i.

Given a partition *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r), a semistandard tableau (tableau for
short) of shape * is a filling T of the cells of * with integers such that the
entries along rows are weakly increasing and such that the entries along
columns are stricly increasing. Figure 1b displays a (semistandard) tableau
of shape (4, 3, 3, 2). We write T\ for the entry in cell \ of T. We call the
sum of all the entries of a tableau T the norm of T, and denote it by n(T ).

Now we are in the position to state Stanley's hook-content formula [17,
Theorem 15.3].

FIG. 1. (a) Ferrers diagram. (b) Semistandard tableau. (c) Order of the cells.
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Theorem 1 (Stanley). Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) be a partition and b be an
integer �r. The generating function �qn(T ), where the sum is over all semi-
standard tableaux T of shape * with entries between 1 and b, is given by

q�r
i=1 i*i `

\ # *

1&qb+c\

1&qh\
. (1.1)

We refer the reader to the Introduction of [5] for a detailed exposition
on proofs of this formula. The bijective proofs which are known for (1.1)
are the rather involved proof by Remmel and Whitney [13], which makes
use of the involution principle, and the proof by the author [5], which
makes use of the Hillman-Grassl algorithm [4] and a modified jeu de
taquin (the jeu de taquin being due to Schu� tzenberger [16]). The latter
bijection is actually a bijection for a rewriting of (1.1), where the ``content
product'' is brought to the other side,

\ :

with 1�entries�b
T a tableau of shape *

qn(T)+ } `
\ # *

1
1&qb+c\

=q�r
i=1 i*i `

\ # *

1
1&qh\

. (1.2)

(It is shown in Section 3 of [5] that the same ideas also yield a bijective
proof for (1.1), directly.) On the other hand, Remmel and Whitney's bijec-
tion is one for a rewriting of (1.1), where the ``hook product'' is brought to
the other side, and where each factor of the form (1&q:) is divided by
(1&q), so, basically for

\ :

with 1�entries�b
T a tableau of shape *

qn(T )+ } `
\ # *

(q&a\+q&a\+1+ } } } +ql\)

= `
\ # *

(q1&c\+q2&c\+ } } } +qb).

(1.3)

In [5, Sect. 3] a bijection for this rewriting was constructed which is
simpler than the bijection by Remmel and Whitney, using the basic algo-
rithm from the bijection for (1.2) from the same paper. However, we did
have to make use of the involution principle.

In the next section, we describe a new bijection for (1.3), which does not
rely on the involution principle. It is a merge of the modified jeu de taquin
idea from [5] and the Novelli�Pak�Stoyanovskii bijection [8] for the
hook formula for standard Young tableaux of a given shape. A few proper-
ties of our algorithm, which are crucial in showing that it is indeed the
desired bijection, are stated and proved separately in Section 3. Finally, in
Section 4, we argue that our bijection can be used as an algorithm for the
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random generation of tableaux of a given shape with bounded entries, and
we also work out the appropriate deformation explicitly which gives an
algorithm for the random generation of plane partitions inside a given box.

2. BIJECTIVE PROOF OF STANLEY'S HOOK-CONTENT
FORMULA

In this section we present a bijective proof of Theorem 1, by constructing
a bijection for the equivalent identity (1.3). In all that follows, we assume
that we are given a fixed partition *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) and a fixed positive
integer b which is at least as large as r, the number of rows of the Ferrers
diagram of *.

In order to formulate (1.3) combinatorially, it is convenient to introduce
a few terms. We call a filling of the cells of * with integers such that the
entry in cell \ is at least &a\ and at most l\ , for any cell \ of *, a hook
tabloid of shape *. Furthermore, we call a filling of the cells of * with
integers such that the entry in cell \ is at least 1&c\ and at most b, for any
cell \ of *, a content tabloid of shape *. We use the terms that we intro-
duced for tableaux also for (either kind of) tabloids. In particular, the sum
of the entries of some tabloid T is again called the norm of T and denoted
by n(T).

In terms of these notions, identity (1.3) can be rewritten as

:
(TL , HL)

qn(TL)qn(HL)=:
CR

qn(CR),

where the left-hand side sum is over all pairs (TL , HL), with TL varying
over all tableaux of shape * with entries between 1 and b and HL varying
over all hook tabloids of shape *, and where the right-hand side sum is
over all content tabloids CR of shape *. So the task is to set up a bijection
that maps a right-hand side content tabloid CR to a left-hand side pair
(TL , HL), such that

n(TL)+n(HL)=n(CR). (2.1)

We claim that Algorithm HC, which is described below, performs this
task. For the formulation of the algorithm, it is convenient to fix, once and
for all, a particular total order of the cells of *. In this order, the cells in
each column are ordered from top to bottom, and cells in column 1 come
before cells in column 2, etc. Fig. 1c illustrates this particular order of the
cells for *=(4, 3, 3, 2).
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The building blocks of Algorithm HC are jeu de taquin-like moves,
which are explained in Definition JT below.

Definition JT. Consider a filling of shape * with integers, and a cell |
filled with entry s. Suppose that the entries which are in the region consist-
ing of all the successors of |, in the fixed total order of the cells, are weakly
increasing along rows and strictly increasing along columns.

We say that we move s to the right�bottom by modified jeu de taquin,
when we perform the algorithm:

Call s the special entry.

(JT) Compare the special entry s with its right neighbour, x say (if
there is no right neighbour, then, by convention, we set x=�), and its
bottom neighbour, y say (if there is no bottom neighbour, then, by conven-
tion, we set y=�); see (2.2). If s�x and s< y, then stop.

If not, i.e, if the special entry violates weak increase along rows or
strict increase along columns, then we have the situation,

(2.2)s x
,

y

where at least one of s>x and s� y holds. If x+1< y then do the move

(2.3)x+1 s
.

y

If x� y&1 then do the move

(2.4)y&1 x
.

s

The ``new'' special entry in either case is s again. Repeat (JT). (Note that
always after either type of move the only possible violations of increase
along rows or strict increase along columns in the region consisting of cell
| and all its successors in the fixed total order of the cells involve the spe-
cial entry and the entry to the right or�and below.)

Clearly, aside from adding�subtracting 1 to�from the special entry, what
happens from (2.2) to (2.3), respectively (2.4), is a jeu de taquin forward
move (cf. [16, Sect. 2; 15, pp. 120�169]). Because of that, we call the way
the special entry takes during the performance of (JT) the forward ( jeu de
taquin) path of |, the cell where s starts.
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FIGURE 2

Example JT. Figure 2 shows an example for the algorithm defined in
Definition JT, with *=(6, 5, 5, 4) and |=(2, 2). The array in the left half
of Fig. 2 displays a filling of (6, 5, 5, 4) which does have the property that
entries in the region consisting of all the successors of (2, 2) in the fixed
total order of cells are weakly increasing along rows and strictly increasing
along columns. The entry in cell (2, 2) is circled. The right half of Fig. 2 dis-
plays the array which is obtained after application of the algorithm. The
path which the special entry takes is marked by arrows, and the special
entry is circled in the cell where it finally stops.

Now, the idea of Algorithm HC is to start with a content tabloid CR ,
and convert it, step by step, into a tableau TL . This conversion uses the
above modifed jeu de taquin. The moves of the entries during this modified
jeu de taquin are recorded, in an appropriate way, by a hook tabloid HL .

Algorithm HC. The input for the algorithm is a content tabloid CR of
shape *.

(HC0) Set (T, H) :=(CR , 0), where 0 denotes the hook tabloid of
shape * with 0 in each cell. Call the last cell of * in the fixed total order
of the cells (i.e., it is the bottommost cell in the last column) the
distinguished cell. Continue with (HC1).

(HC1) Denote the distinguished cell by |. In T, move the entry in the
distinguished cell to the right�bottom by modified jeu de taquin according to
Definition JT. Say that it stops in cell |$. Continue with (HC2).

(HC2) Let T be the array just obtained. Let |=(i, j) and
|$=(i $, j $). The ``new'' H is obtained from the ``old'' H by moving all the
entries of the old H in |'s column between row i+1 and i $ up by one row,
thereby also adding 1 to each such entry, and by setting the entry in cell
(i $, j) equal to ( j& j $), the negative of the number of columns we moved
to the right during (HC1). In symbols: For k=i, i+1, ..., i $&1, the entry
H(k, j) is replaced by H(k+1, j)+1, and H(i $, j) is replaced by ( j& j $). All
other entries are left unchanged.
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If the distinguished cell is the first cell of * (i.e., the topmost cell in the
first column), then stop. The output of the algorithm is (T, H).

Otherwise, we choose as the ``new'' distinguished cell the predecessor of
the ``old'' distinguished cell in the fixed total order of the cells. Continue
with (HC1).

Example HC. A complete example for Algorithm HC can be found in
the appendix. There we choose b=7 and map the content tabloid of shape
(4, 3, 3, 2) on the left of Fig. 3 to the pair on the right of Fig. 3, consisting
of a tableau of shape (4, 3, 3, 2) with entries between 1 and 7 and a hook
tabloid of shape (4, 3, 3, 2), such that the weight property (2.1) is satisfied.
In fact, the norm of the content tabloid on the left of Fig. 3 is 46, while the
norm of the tableau on the right is 48 and the norm of the hook tabloid
is &2.

The appendix has to be read in the following way. What the left columns
show is the pair (T, H) that is obtained after each loop (HC1)�(HC2).
Together with the pair (T, H) a picture of the shape (4, 3, 3, 2) is displayed,
containing certain paths. This will be important for understanding the
inverse algorithm (Algorithm HC* below) but can be ignored for the
moment. At each stage, the entry in the distinguished cell is circled. Then
each modified jeu de taquin move during the execution of (JT) in (HC1)
is displayed in the right columns. The special entry is always underlined.
Once the special entry stops, the filling of (4, 3, 3, 2) that is obtained is dis-
played again in the left column of the row below, with the special entry
doubly circled. In the filling, the portion consisting of all the successors of
the distinguished cell in the fixed total order of the cells (this is the portion
which is ``already ordered'') is separated from the rest by a thick line. The
hook tabloid is changed according to the rules described in (HC2) and is
displayed next to the filling.

We have to prove that Algorithm HC is well-defined, that the weight
property (2.1) is satisfied, and that it is a bijection between ``right-hand side
objects'' and ``left-hand side objects'' of (1.3).

FIGURE 3
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For Algorithm HC being well-defined, we have to show that the output
is always a pair (TL , HL), where TL is a tableau of shape * with entries
between 1 and b, and where HL is a hook tabloid of shape *.

That TL is indeed a tableau follows from the observation that after each
loop (HC1)�(HC2) the portion of the array T, obtained after that loop,
consisting of cell | and all cells which are after | in the fixed total order
of the cells, is a skew tableau, i.e., the entries are weakly increasing along
rows and strictly increasing along columns in that portion. This observa-
tion is based on the easily verified fact that always after either type of
move, (2.2)�(2.3) or (2.2)�(2.4), the only possible violations of increase
along rows or strict increase along columns in that portion involve the
special entry and the entry to the right or�and below, as we already
mentioned.

Furthermore, the entries of TL are at most b. For, in the beginning we
start with T=CR , which is an array of integers all of which are at most b.
Then, in order to finally obtain TL , we perform moves (2.2)�(2.3) and
(2.2)�(2.4). We claim that at any stage, the entries will be at most b. The
only possible problem could arise from the move (2.2)�(2.3), where x is
increased by 1. But, by induction, we may assume that all entries are �b
before such a move. In particular, we have s�b and y�b. Now, the move
(2.2)�(2.3) is applied only if x+1< y, or if y is not there and, hence, s>x.
In either case it follows that x+1�b.

We claim that the entries of TL are also at least 1. Since we already know
that TL is a tableau, it suffices to show that the entry, e say, in cell (1, 1)
is at least 1. Now, the type of moves (2.2)�(2.3) and (2.2)�(2.4) imply that
the origin of the entry e must be some entry e$ in cell \ of CR , which was
moved to the left and up according to (2.3) and (2.4), thereby adding�sub-
tracting 1, in a way such that e=e$+c\ . Since CR is a content tabloid, we
have e$�1&c\ . Thus, it follows that e=e$+c\�1, as desired.

This proves that TL is indeed a tableau of shape * with entries between
1 and b.

Next, HL is a hook tabloid, because the way the new array H is formed
in (HC2) implies directly that it is a hook tabloid at any stage, and so must
be HL at the end.

Similarly, the weight property (2.1) holds because the algorithm is con-
structed in a way that it holds at any stage. To be precise, whenever we
performed (HC2), we have

n(T )+n(H)=n(CR). (2.5)

For, equation (2.5) trivially holds at the very beginning (where we set
T=CR and H=0). Then, during each loop (HC1)�(HC2), the special
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entry s is moved from cell |=(i, j) to cell |$=(i $, j $). In each loop, while
applying (JT) (possibly repeatedly), we add 1 to j $& j entries of T, and we
subtract 1 from i $&i entries of T. On the other hand, in (HC2) we add 1
to i $&i entries of H, and we introduce a new entry j& j $ into H.
Obviously, these alterations add up to zero. This establishes (2.5), and
thus, by spezializing (2.5) to the final output (TL , HL) of Algorithm HC,
Eq. (2.1) as well.

What remains is to demonstrate that our algorithm is actually a bijection
between right-hand side and left-hand side objects of (1.3). This will be
accomplished by constructing an algorithm, Algorithm HC* below, that
will turn out to be the inverse of Algorithm HC. That Algorithm HC* is
well-defined will be argued after the statement of the algorithm, with two
critical properties being established separately in Lemmas HC* and OC*
in Section 3, respectively. That Algorithm HC and Algorithm HC* are
inverses of each other will follow from the construction of the algorithms
and from Lemma HC in Section 3.

As the reader may anticipate, the building blocks of Algorithm HC* are
again jeu de taquin-like moves, which are, of course, inverse to those in
Definition JT. We explain them in Definition JT* below.

Definition JT*. Consider a filling of shape * with integers, a cell |,
and a cell |$, filled with entry s, which is located weakly to the right and
below of |. Suppose that the entries which are in the region consisting of
cell | and all its successors in the fixed total order of the cells are weakly
increasing along rows and strictly increasing along columns.

We say that we move s to the left�top until | by modified jeu de taquin,
when we perform the algorithm:

Call s the special entry.

(JT*) If the special entry s is located in |, then stop.

If not, then we have the situation,

(2.6)y
.

x s

(If s should be in the same column as |, by convention we set x=�. If
y is actually not there, by convention we set y=�.) If x&1> y then do
the move

(2.7)y
.

s x&1
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If x� y+1 then do the move

(2.8)s
.

x y+1

The ``new'' special entry in either case is s again. Repeat (JT*).

Again, it should be noticed that what happens from (2.6) to (2.7), respec-
tively from (2.6) to (2.8), are jeu de taquin backward moves (cf. [16, Sect. 2;
15, pp. 120�169), which reverse the forward moves (2.2)�(2.3) and
(2.2)�(2.4), respectively. Because of that, we call the way that the special
entry s takes during the execution of (JT*) the backward ( jeu de taquin)
path of |$ (the cell where s starts) until |.

Example JT*. Figure 4 shows an example for the algorithm defined in
Definition JT*, with *=(6, 5, 5, 4), |=(2, 2) and |$=(3, 4). The array in
the left half of Fig. 4 displays a filling of (6, 5, 5, 4) which does have the
property that entries in the region consisting of cell (2, 2) and all its suc-
cessors in the fixed total order of cells are weakly increasing along rows
and strictly increasing along columns. The entry in cell (2, 2) is doubly cir-
cled, the entry in cell (3, 4) is circled. The right half of Fig. 4 displays the
array which is obtained after application of the algorithm. The path which
the special entry takes is marked by arrows, and the special entry is circled
in the cell where it finally stops.

The reader should observe that there are actually two possible outcomes
in Definition JT*: We may actually reach | (then the algorithm stops
there), or we may miss |. As it turns out, in the situations in which the
above algorithm is applied in Algorithm HC* below we do always reach |.
This is a nontrivial fact that is proved in Lemma HC*.

In order to state Algorithm HC* we need one more definition. In Algo-
rithm HC* we need to compare different backward (jeu de taquin) paths
that end in the same cell | (and start in cells weakly to the right and below
of |). For that purpose we impose a total order on (certain) backward
paths as follows.

FIGURE 4
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Definition P. Given two backward paths P and Q ending in |, which
have the property that they do not cross each other (i.e., they may touch
each other, but never change sides), we say that P comes before Q if one
of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(a) P is neither contained in Q nor contains Q and is ``to the right
and above of Q'', as exemplified in Fig. 5a.

(b) P is contained in Q, and Q enters P from below, as exemplified
in Fig. 5b.

(c) P contains Q and enters Q from the right, as exemplified in
Fig. 5c.

Now we are in the position to formulate Algorithm HC*.

Algorithm HC*. The input for the algorithm is a pair (TL , HL),
where TL is a tableau of shape * with entries between 1 and b, and where
HL is a hook tabloid of shape *.

(HC*0) Set (T, H) :=(TL , HL). Call the first cell of * in the fixed
total order of the cells (i.e., it is the topmost cell in the first column) the
distinguished cell. Continue with (HC*1).

(HC*1) Let the distinguished cell be |=(i, j). For each nonpositive
entry, e say, of H in cell (k, j), k�i (i.e., e is located in the same column
as | and in a row weakly below |), mark the cell (k, j&e) as a candidate
cell.

In T, for each candidate cell determine its backward path until | according
to Definition JT*. (In Lemma HC* below we prove that any such back-
ward path does indeed terminate in |.) Let |$=(i $, j $) be the candidate
cell whose backward path is the first in the total order of backward paths
defined in Definition P. (Note that this makes indeed sense, since, clearly,
two such backward paths can never cross each other.)

Move the entry in |$ to the left�top until | by modified jeu de taquin
according to Definition JT*. Continue with (HC*2).

FIGURE 5
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(HC*2) Let T be the array just obtained. The ``new'' H is obtained
from the ``old'' H by moving all the entries of the old H which are in the
same column as |, i.e., in column j, and between row i and i $&1 down by
one row, thereby also subtracting 1 from each such entry, and by setting
the entry in cell (i, j) equal to 0. In symbols: For k=i+1, i+2, ..., i $, the
entry H(k, j) is replaced by H(k&1, j)&1, and H(i, j) is replaced by 0. All
other entries are left unchanged.

If the distinguished cell is the last cell of * (i.e., the bottommost cell in
the last column), then stop. The output of the algorithm is T.

Otherwise, we choose as the ``new'' distinguished cell the successor of the
``old'' distinguished cell in the fixed total order of cells. Continue with
(HC*1).

Example HC*. A complete example for Algorithm HC* can be found
in the appendix. There we choose b=7 and map the pair on the right of
Fig. 3, consisting of a tableau of shape (4, 3, 3, 2) with entries between 1
and 7 and a hook tabloid of shape (4, 3, 3, 2), to the content tabloid of
shape (4, 3, 3, 2) on the left of Fig. 3, such that the weight property (2.1)
is satisfied. It is simply the inverse of the example for Algorithm HC given
in Example HC. Therefore, here the appendix has to be read in the reverse
direction, and in the following way. What the left columns show is the pair
(T, H) that is obtained after each loop (HC*1)�(HC*2), together with a
copy of the Ferrers board (4, 3, 3, 2) in which the candidate cells are
marked by bold dots, the distinguished cell is marked by a circle, and
which contains the backward paths of all the candidate cells. The entry in
the candidate cell with first backward path is doubly circled in the tableau.
Then each modified jeu de taquin move during the execution of (JT*) in
(HC*1) is displayed in the right columns in the row above. The special
entry is always underlined. Once the special entry reaches the distinguished
cell, the filling of (4, 3, 3, 2) that is obtained is displayed again in the left
column, with the special entry circled. In the filling, the portion consisting
of all the successors of the distinguished cell in the fixed total order of the
cells (this is the portion which is ``still ordered'') is separated from the rest
by a thick line. The hook tabloid is changed according to the rules
described in (HC*2) and is displayed next to the filling.

We have to prove that Algorithm HC* is well-defined, that the weight
property (2.1) is satisfied, and that it is exactly the inverse of Algo-
rithm HC.

In order to show that Algorithm HC* is always well-defined, we have to
show that whenever we are in (HC*1) the backward path of any candidate
cell reaches |, that when performing the changes to H in (HC*2) we
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always obtain a hook tabloid, and, finally, that the output is a content
tabloid.

The first of these three assertions is proved in Lemma HC* in Sec-
tion 3, the third is proved in Lemma OC* in Section 3.

To see that H is always a hook tabloid while performing Algo-
rithm HC*, we argue by induction on the number of loops
(HC*1)�(HC*2). We have to prove that for the entry H\ in cell \ we have
&a\�H\�l\ . In view of the definition of transformations on H in
(HC*2), the only problem that can occur is that the lower bound, &a\ , is
violated for some entry H\ . We will therefore concentrate on that problem.

Trivially, H is a hook tabloid at the very beginning because in (HC*0)
we set H=HL . Now assume that we are at some stage during the execu-
tion of Algorithm HC*, that we obtained (T, H) so far, where H is a hook
tabloid, and that we have to perform (HC*1) with distinguished cell
|=(i, j) next. There we determine the candidate cells, and the candidate
cell, |$=(i $, j $) say, with first backward path. Then the entry in |$ is
moved to the left�top until | by modified jeu de taquin. Let P denote the
backward path it takes. Next comes the application of (HC*2), where the
transformations on the entries of H are performed, so that we obtain a
``new'' H. By induction, we do not have to worry about the entries of the
``new'' H that are the same as the corresponding entries in the ``old'' H. The
only changes concerned the entries in column j between rows i and i $. Now
we move to (HC*1) and determine candidate cells again. The entries of the
``new'' H will obey the required lower bounds if and only if all these ``new''
candidate cells are well-defined, i.e., if and only if they lie inside the Ferrers
diagram of *. The only ``new'' candidate cells that we have to worry about
are the ones between rows i and i $. However, it follows immediately from
Lemma HC* that these ``new'' candidate cells are located weakly to the left
of the backward path P, so, at worst, these ``new'' candidate cells are
located on P. Consequently, they are still located inside the Ferrers
diagram. This establishes that H is indeed a hook tabloid at any stage
during Algorithm HC*.

What remains is to demonstrate that Algorithm HC* and Algorithm HC
are inverses of each other. We would like to show that the two algorithms
reverse each other step by step. That Algorithm HC reverses Algo-
rithm HC* is obvious. For the converse, we would need the following:
Consider the pair (T, H) obtained after some loop (HC1)�(HC2) during
the performance of Algorithm HC. In particular, suppose that in the last
application of (HC1) we moved from cell | to cell |$ to obtain T. If
we now, with this pair (T, H) and with distinguished cell equal to |, jump
into (HC*1) of Algorithm HC*, then |$ is the candidate cell with first
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backward jeu de taquin path in the total order of backwards paths. (It is
a candidate cell, of course.) This fact is demonstrated in Lemma HC in
Section 3.

Consequently, under the assumption of the truth of the lemmas in
Section 3, it is abundantly clear that Algorithms HC and HC* are well-
defined and inverses of each other. This finishes the bijective proof of (1.3).

3. THE CRUCIAL LEMMAS AND THEIR PROOFS

Lemma HC*. Let | be a cell of * which is not at the bottom of some
column, and let |� be its successor in the fixed total order of the cells of *.
Furthermore, at some stage during the execution of Algorithm HC*, let P be
the backward path of modified jeu de taquin which is performed in (HC*1),
connecting the candidate cell, |$ say, with first backward path in the total
order of paths that was defined in Definition P with cell |. Let |� $ be a
candidate cell in the subsequent execution of (HC*1). Then the backward
path of modified jeu de taquin, P� say, which starts in |� $ reaches |� .
Moreover, the backward paths P and P� do not cross each other, and, in addi-
tion, horizontal pieces of P and P� do not overlap.

Proof. This claim follows, as we shall see, from the way the modifica-
tions of H in (HC*2) are defined and from a standard property of jeu de
taquin.

The statement of the lemma talks about two executions of (HC*1). Sup-
pose we are in the first of these two, i.e., we determine candidate cells, of
which |$ is the one with first backward path in the total order of backward
paths. The definition of the path ordering implies that any candidate cell
either is located in a lower row than |$, and if so, its backward path must
enter the row which contains |$ weakly to the left of |$, or, if not, is
located weakly to the left of the backward path P, but is allowed to be on
the backward path only on its horizontal pieces, with their rightmost cells
excluded (these are the cells on the backward path where it changes direc-
tion from north to west), see Fig. 6a (there, possible candidate cells are
indicated by bold dots). Later, we will refer to these candidate cells as the
``old'' candidate cells.

Next comes the application of (HC*2), where the transformations on the
entries of H are performed. Then we move to (HC*1) and determine
candidate cells again. Because of the definition of the transformations on H
in (HC*2), these ``new'' candidate cells are related to the ``old'' ones as
follows: Those which were located in a lower row than |$ are still
candidate cells. All the other ``old'' candidate cells, with the exception of |$,
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FIG 6. (a) Possible ``old'' candidate cells. (b) Possible ``new'' candidate cells.

moved one unit to the right and one unit down to form the corresponding
``new'' candidate cells. Therefore, a ``new'' candidate cell is either located in
a lower row than |$, and if so, its backward path must enter the row which
contains |$ weakly to the left of |$, or, if not, is located weakly to the left
of the backward path P, but is allowed to be on the backward path only
on its vertical pieces, with their topmost cells excluded (these are again the
cells on the backward path where it changes direction from north to west),
see Figure 6b (possible ``new'' candidate cells are indicated by bold dots).

The assertions of the lemma now follow from the following property of
our modified jeu de taquin: If the second backward path is below of the
first backward path somewhere, then it has to stay below from thereon. To
make this precise, suppose that during the first execution of (HC*1) the
special entry, s1 say, went to the left by the move (2.6)�(2.7), see the left
half of Fig. 7. (The arrows mark the direction of move of the special entry.)
Since columns are strictly increasing, we have y<z. Suppose that during
the second execution of (HC*1) we reach the cell neighbouring z and y&1
with a special entry s2 , see the right half of Fig. 7. Then the definition of
(JT*) forces us to move left in the next step, i.e., to apply the move
(2.6)�(2.7).

This concludes the proof of the lemma. K

Lemma OC*. The output of Algorithm HC* is a content tabloid.

FIGURE 7
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Proof. Let the output of Algorithm HC* be the array C. We have to
prove that the entry C\ of C in cell \ satisfies

1&c\�C\�b. (3.1)

Observe first that once an entry is moved into the distinguished cell during
the execution of (HC*1)�(HC*2), it stays there for the rest of Algo-
rithm HC*, and will therefore be the corresponding entry in the output C.

It is easy to check that the moves (2.6)�(2.7) and (2.6)�(2.8) guarantee
that after each loop (HC*1)�(HC*2) the portion of the array T, obtained
after that loop, consisting of all cells which are after the distinguished cell
in the fixed total order of the cells, is a skew tableau, i.e., the entries are
weakly increasing along rows and the entries are strictly increasing along
columns in that portion. Besides, if the distinguished cell is the bottommost
cell in column j0 , say, then any entry in the first row and to the right of
the distinguished cell is at least 1& j0 . This follows, by induction on j0 ,
from the definition of T in (HC*0) as a tableau with entries at least 1 and
the fact that it is only the move (2.6)�(2.7) where something (namely 1) is
subtracted from an entry. If we combine both facts, we obtain that if the
distinguished cell is the bottommost cell in column j0 , then any entry in
row i0 and to the right of the distinguished cell is at least i0& j0 .

Now, suppose that we are in (HC*1) and are about to move an entry,
s say, into the distinguished cell, |=(i, j) say. If i=1, i.e., if | is in the first
row, then the observation of the preceding paragraph (with j0= j&1)
immediately implies that this entry s is at least 1&( j&1)=1&c(1, j) ,
which establishes the lemma in that case. If | is not in the first row, then
let |̂=(i&1, j) be the preceding cell in the fixed total order of the cells,
let P� be the backward path into |̂ of the preceding application of (HC*1),
and let |̂$ be the cell where P� starts. Lemma HC* implies that the entry s
comes from a cell, ( @̂, }̂) say, which is located in a lower row than |̂$, or,
if not, is located weakly to the left of the backward path P� , but is allowed
to be on the backward path only on its vertical pieces, with their topmost
cells excluded. Furthermore, that cell ( @̂, }̂) is not on a horizontal piece of
any other ``previous'' backward path which terminated in column j. Conse-
quently, again by the observation of the preceding paragraph (with i0= @̂
and j0= j&1) we have s� @̂&( j&1)�i&( j&1)=1&c(i, j) , which is
exactly the assertion of the lemma. K

Lemma HC. Suppose that we are at the end of a loop (HC1)�(HC2)
during the execution of Algorithm HC. In particular, suppose that in the last
application of (HC1) we moved from cell | to cell |$, and that we obtained
the pair (T, H) in (HC2). If we now, with this pair (T, H) and with dis-
tinguished cell equal to |, jump into (HC*1) of Algorithm HC*, then |$ is
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the candidate cell with first backward jeu de taquin path in the total order of
backwards paths that was defined in Definition P in Section 2.

Proof. We prove the assertion of the lemma by reverse induction on the
number of the cell | in the fixed total order of the cells.

There is nothing to prove if | is the bottommost cell in some column.
In particular, the assertion is true if | is the very last cell in the total order
of cells, i.e., the bottommost cell in the last column of *. This allows to
start the induction.

Now, let us assume that | is not the bottommost cell in some column.
Then the successor of |, |� say, in the fixed total order of cells is in the
same column immediately below of |. Let (T� , H� ) be the outcome of
the preceding loop (HC1)�(HC2), i.e., we obtain (T, H) by applying
(HC1)�(HC2) to (T� , H� ) with distinguished cell equal to |. On the other
hand, T� was obtained as the outcome of the previous execution of (HC1),
when some entry was moved by (JT) from |� to |� $, say. Let P� be this
foward path. By induction, we may assume that, when we jump into
(HC*1) with (T� , H� ) and distinguished cell |� , the backward path of |� $ is
the first among all backward paths of candidate cells. From now on, we
will refer to these candidate cells as the ``old'' candidate cells.

In particular, as we already observed in the proof of Lemma HC*, this
says that any ``old'' candidate cell either is located in a lower row than |� $,
and if so, its backward path must enter the row which contains |� $ weakly
to the left of |� $, or, if not, is located weakly to the left of the forward path
P� , but is allowed to be on the forward path only on its horizontal pieces,
with their rightmost cells excluded; see Fig. 8a. (There, possible ``old''
candidate cells are indicated by bold dots.)

Next, in the execution of Algorithm HC, comes the application of
(HC1)�(HC2) to obtain (T, H) out of (T� , H� ). Let P be the forward path
from | to |$ performed in (HC1). We claim that P has to be ``above'' P�

FIG 8. (a) Possible ``old'' candidate cells. (b) Possible territry for P.
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FIGURE 9

always. To make this precise, suppose that during the first execution of
(HC1) the special entry, s1 say, on its way along P� went to the right by the
move (2.2)�(2.3); see the left half of Fig. 9. (The arrows mark the direction
of move of the special entry.). Since columns are strictly increasing, we
have y<z. Suppose that during the second execution of (HC1), when mov-
ing along P, we reach the cell neighbouring z+1 and y with a special entry
s2 , see the right half of Fig. 9. Then the definition of (JT) forces us to move
right in the next step, i.e., to apply the move (2.2)�(2.3). As a corollary, we
obtain that P must be located in the region which is above and to the right
of P� , with no overlap of horizontal pieces of P and P� , as indicated in
Fig. 8b. (There, the cells through which P may run are indicated by bold
dots.)

Furthermore, we claim that P has to be ``above'' the backward path, of
any ``old'' candidate cell. To make this precise, suppose that we jump into
(HC*1) with (T� , H� ) and distinguished cell |� and determine the backward
path, Q say, of an ``old'' candidate cell, ` say. Let us further suppose that,
while determining Q, the special entry, s1 say, would go to the left by the
move (2.6)�(2.7), see the left half of Fig. 10. (The arrows mark the direction
of (potential) move of the special entry.) If this is the case then we must
have z&1> y. Now suppose that we apply (HC1)�(HC2) to (T� , H� ), with
distinguished cell |� , thus obtaining (T, H), and now apply (HC1),
with distinguished cell |. Suppose further that during the execution of
(HC1), when moving along P, we reach the cell neighbouring z and y
with a special entry s2 , see the right half of Fig. 10. Then the definition
of (JT) forces us to move to the right in the next step, i.e., to apply the
move (2.2)�(2.3).

Combining the above with the already observed fact that backward
paths of ``old'' candidate cells in a lower row than |� $ must enter the row
of |� $ weakly to the left of |� $, we obtain that ``old'' candidate cells are
located in one of the following three regions (see Fig 11a; there, possible
``old'' candidate cells are indicated by bold dots):

FIGURE 10
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FIG 11. (a) Possible ``old'' candidate cells, revisited. (b) Possible ``new'' candidate cells.

(I) In a row strictly below |$; then the backward path of the ``old''
candidate cell must enter the row of |$ weakly to the left of |$.

(II) In a row strictly below |� $ and weakly above |$, weakly to the
left of P, but on P only on its vertical pieces, with their topmost cells
excluded.

(III) In a row weakly above |� $ and weakly to the left of P� , but on
P� only on its horizontal pieces, with their rightmost cells excluded.

Since P is ``above'' P� , with no overlap of horizontal pieces, we may
weaken the above by saying that ``old'' candidate cells are located in one
of the following two regions:

(I) In a row strictly below |$; then the backward path of the ``old''
candidate cell must enter the row of |$ weakly to the left of |$.

(II) In a row weakly above |$, and weakly to the left of P, but on
P only on its vertical pieces, with their topmost cells excluded.

In (HC2) the transformations on the entries of H� are performed to
obtain H. Because of the definition of these transformations on H in
(HC2), the ``new'' candidate cells, i.e., those which arise if we jump into
(HC*1) with (T, H) and distinguished cell |, are related to the ``old'' ones,
i.e., those which arise if we jump into (HC*1) with (T� , H� ) and dis-
tinguished cell |� , as follows: Those ``old'' candidate cells which were
located in a lower row than |$ are ``new'' candidate cells as well. All the
other ``old'' candidate cells moved one unit to the left and one unit up to
form the corresponding ``new'' candidate cells. Therefore, ``new'' candidate
cells are located in one of the following two regions (see Fig. 11b; as before,
possible ``new'' candidate cells are indicated by bold dots):

(I) In a row strictly below |$; then the backward path of the ``new''
candidate cell must enter the row of |$ weakly to the left of |$.
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(II) In a row weakly above |$, and weakly to the left of P, but on
P only on its horizontal pieces, with their rightmost cells excluded.

Consequently, the backward path of a ``new'' candidate cell is necessarily
later then P in the total order of backward paths.

This completes the proof of the lemma. K

4. RANDOM GENERATION OF SEMISTANDARD TABLEAUX
AND OF PLANE PARTITIONS

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that Algorithm HC of
Section 2 can be used as a device for the random generation of semi-
standard tableaux of a given shape and with bounded entries, and for the
random generation of plane partitions inside a given box.

Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) be a partition and b an integer �r. We claim that
semistandard tableaux of shape * with entries between 1 and b can be
randomly generated as follows:

Choose a content tabloid C of shape * at random. This is, of course,
easy, as we may choose the entry in each cell \ of C between 1&c\ and
b independently and at random. Now apply Algorithm HC to C. This gives
a pair (T, H). Discard the hook tabloid H, and define the output of this
procedure to be the semistandard tableau T. (Since we discard H at the
end, we actually do not have to worry about H during the execution of
Algorithm HC, i.e., the procedure may be streamlined further by not
assigning anything to H in (HC0) and by disregarding the operations on
H every time (HC2) is performed.)

T is indeed a random semistandard tableaux of shape * with entries
between 1 and b, because, as demonstrated before, Algorithm HC is a bijec-
tion between content tabloids C and pairs (T, H) where T is a semi-
standard tableaux of shape * with entries between 1 and b, and where H
is a hook tabloid of shape *. This implies in particular that any hook
tabloid H of shape * is equally likely as second component of the pair
(T, H). Therefore, when discarded, any semistandard tableau T of shape *
with entries between 1 and b is equally likely as first component.

Finally we turn to the random generation of plane partitions. Recall
that, given a partition *, a plane partition of shape * is a filling P of the cells
of * with integers such that the entries along rows and columns are weakly
decreasing. We are interested here in plane partitions of shape (ca) (this is
an a_c rectangle, i.e., a Ferrers diagram with a rows of length c) with
entries between 0 and b. Because plane partitions can also be viewed
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geometrically as certain piles of unit cubes (cf. [14], for instance), these
plane partitions are also called plane partitions inside an a_b_c box.

Plane partitions inside an a_b_c box are in bijection with semi-
standard tableaux of shape (ca) with entries between 1 and a+b. This is
seen by replacing each entry, e say, in the i-th row of such a plane partition
by b&e+i. Therefore Algorithm HC, or rather a proper deformation of it,
can also be used for the random generation of plane partitions inside a
given box. We give this deformation explicitly as Algorithm PP below.

Algorithm PP. The input for the algorithm is a filling F of the shape
(ca) with the entry in cell (i, j) between i&a and b+ j&1, i=1, 2, ..., a,
j=1, 2, ..., c.

(PP0) Set P :=F. Call the last cell of * in the fixed total order of
cells (i.e., the cell (a, c)) the distinguished cell, and call the entry it contains
special. Continue with (PP1).

(PP1) Compare the special entry s with its right neighbour, x say (if
there is no right neighbour, then, by convention, we set x=�), and its
bottom neighbour, y say (if there is no bottom neighbour, then, by conven-
tion, we set y=�); see (4.1). If s�x and s� y, then continue with (PP2).

If not, i.e., if the special entry violates weak decrease along rows or
columns, then we have the following situation,

(4.1)s x
,

y

where at least one of s<x and s<y holds. If x&1�y then do the move

(4.2)x&1 s
.

y

If x�y then do the move

(4.3)y x
.

s+1

The ``new'' special entry in (4.2) is s again, the ``new'' special entry in (4.3)
is s+1. Repeat (PP1).

(PP2) Let P be the array just obtained. If | is the first cell of (ca)
(i.e., the cell (1, 1)), then stop. The output of the algorithm is P.
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Otherwise, we choose as the ``new'' distinguished cell the predecessor
of the ``old '' distinguished cell in the fixed total order of the cells, and as
the ``new'' special entry the entry it contains. Continue with (PP1).

There are already algorithms for the random generation of semistandard
tableaux of a given shape with bounded entries and of plane partitions
inside a given box in the literature. These are the appropriate specializa-
tions of algorithms by Luby et al. [6] and by Propp and Wilson
[10, 11, 18]. The approaches of these authors are however quite different.
In [6, 10, 11] they propose a method which is based on a Markov chain
approach called ``coupling from the past'' (see also [12]). Wilson's algo-
rithms [18] are based on a determinant algorithm originally developed by
Colbourn et al. [1]. (There are two algorithms in [18], one is based on
Kasteleyn determinants, the other on Gessel�Viennot determinants.) It is
then interesting to compare the performance of our algorithms with the
algorithms by Propp and Wilson. For example, the complexity of Algo-
rithm PP, measured in terms of the number of modified jeu de taquin
moves (4.1)�(4.2) and (4.1)�(4.3) which has to be performed, is at worst
O(�a+c&1

i=a ( i
2))=O(c(3a2+3ac+c2)). (The average case complexity is

expected to be much better, probably quadratic in a and c.) The com-
plexity of Wilson's algorithm based on Kasteleyn determinants [18,
Sect. 3] on the other hand is between O((ab+bc+ca)3�2) and O((ab+bc
+ca)5�2 log:(ab+bc+ca)), depending on the size of a, b, c, while the com-
plexity of Wilson's algorithm based on Gessel�Viennot determinants [18,
Sect. 5] is O(b1.688(ab+bc+ca)). The complexity of the ``coupling from the
past'' algorithms [6, 10, 11] is O((a+b)2 (ab+bc+ca) log(ab+bc+ca))
(this is partially conjectural; see [19, Sect. 5]). So, the performance of our
algorithm is (at least) in the range of the others if a, b, c are roughly of the
same magnitude, but should be better if one of the quantities a, b, c is much
larger than the other two, because there is no dependence on b in the per-
formance of our algorithm. It has to be emphasized, however, that our
algorithm is rather specialized, and does not extend to cases that are still
covered by the algorithms by Luby, Randall, and Sinclair, respectively by
Propp and Wilson.

APPENDIX

The appendix contains a complete example for Algorithms HC and HC*
for *=(4, 3, 3, 2) and b=7, setting up a mapping between the two sides of
Fig. 3. See the specific descriptions given in Examples HC and HC* of how
to read the following tables.
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